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For the Best Ever Ring Bearer! A great gift for the most awesome boy in the bridal party, The Best

Ever Ring Bearer takes you on an adventure to discover all the best things about being in a

wedding. Wear a special suit, help the bride and groom, smile big for pictures, walk down the aisle,

and have lots and lots of fun! An exciting story celebrating how cool it is to be a ring bearer.
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"The Best Ever Ring Bearer: All the Best Things About Being in a Wedding" is a lovely gift book for

a boy who is chosen to be a wedding ring bearer. David isn't quite sure what to expect from the job,

but though being a ring bearer is different from his vision (teddy bears in wedding dress), he

manfully goes along with all the wedding plans and arrangements, including being fitted for new

shoes and his first ever grown up suit. He meets the bride's niece Sophie, who will be the flower girl

for the wedding. Finally the big day arrives. David is glad he has practiced his slow walk down the

aisle carrying the ring pillow with the rings tied to it, so they won't get lost. At the last moment there

is a crisis involving a frog in Sophie's flower bouquet! It's David to the rescue of both frog and

Sophie, as he carefully returns the frog to its fountain pond. Finally the wedding ceremony is done

and everyone gets to eat cake. Uncle Andrew thanks his ring bearer, and David responds, "I had

fun... but next time do you think we could go to the zoo instead?"



I purchased this book for my 4 year old grandson who is going to be a ringbearer in his uncle's

wedding. His name is David and that just happens to be the name of the little boy in the book. I read

the book to him and he listened so carefully and is really excited about the wedding and his

responsibilities. This book is very well written and helps the child understand what the wedding is

and his role in it.

We bought this book for my 3 year old son in preparation for his big job helping his uncle get

married. The book helped him know what to expect and was told in a typical storybook way. By the

time we flew out for the wedding, my son was telling me how he was going to be "Unc's" big helper

at the wedding and carry a pillow with the rings and asking where the aisle was that he was going to

walk down! No stage fright when it came to the actual rehearsal and wedding. He actually had to

help the flower girl--they ended up walking down together! :)

Kinda disappointed at the book. Good quality print and hard cover, but it's more of a story rather

than an explanation of what/why a ring bearer does at a wedding. My son now thinks there is going

to be frogs at the wedding and he is responsible for catching them, because of the story.

I purchased this book as a gift for my ring bearer and while it wasn't as big of a hit as the

"Coin-O-Saurus" bank I gave him, he loved it and still reads it months later. It you're looking for a gift

for a ring bearer....look no further.

Not enough about the role of the ring bearer to prepare him to carry the rings down the aisle. More

about the whole day and his removing a frog from the church and saving the day fun story but for

me it needed to be more about how the ring bearer does his job.

This is an adorable story, and it goes nicely with the version for the flower girl. There were probably

not enough trucks and monsters to really hold my ring bearer's interest, but he was only 3. He still

did an amazing job on the big day.

Such a cute gift my fiance and I gave to our nephews to ask to be ring bearers in our wedding! :) An

adorable story with lots of colorful pictures for the boys to have read to them to learn the duties of

being in a wedding as a ring bearer!
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